
Since the council resolution of 2013/2014 financial year to empower the youth of Matatiele
through the funding of full bursaries and registration fees, the municipality has managed to
make wonderful strides towards achieving the societal agenda of educating the youth of
Matatiele under this programme.
 
The municipality have since  enrolled close to Five Hundred students with institutions of
Higher Learning, spending more than 1, 5 million rands for their tuition.The students are
mentored throughout the year and assisted with their NFSAS application process  and
bursary opportunities.
 
To this end, the  municipality has funded Nine (9) students in a form of a full bursary
(tuition, accommodation, meals, study materiel and travelling costs. Bursary holders also
get an opportunity to be placed on experiential learning programmes during school
holidays in the municipality.
 
Amongst the students is Mavuso Shabalala who is today a qualified Engineer and is now
working for the EThekwini Metropolitan Municipality. Sindiso Dodo has completed Post
Graduate qualification in Accounting, Lesedi Letele is a BCom Accounting graduate placed
now at Matatiele Local Municipality. Yonela Tyhokolwana completed her BComm in
Accounting and is currently doing her CA articles, whilst Rethabile Ntsoti completed her
Bsc in Agricultural Science.  Four more students are still in a process of completing their
degrees.
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From left to right: Mavuso Shabalala at work & during a school lecture; Lesedi Letele at work.

 
MLM Community

engagements continue
on  ward delimitation



Matatiele Local Municipality (MLM) in line with the time frames as set out by the Municipal Demarcation Board (MBD) has from

the 17th of February - 10 March 2020 conducted outreach campaigns on the ward delimitation process in Matatiele. The Office

of the Speaker has undertaken consultations with all the wards in Matatiele, starting from the 17 February 2020 before

consultation can be conducted by MDB with representatives of wards in a mass meeting scheduled to take place on the 11th of

March 2020.

 

Every five years, the MDB delimits wards in metropolitan and local municipalities ahead of the local government elections. The

MDB has the responsibility to ensure that the public is informed and aware of the processes involved in ward delimitation. This

is to ensure that where wards are changed, stakeholders and communities understand what really led to the change.Due to an

increase in the population of Matatiele, the Municipal Demarcation Board has since determined that Matatiele Local municipality

should comprise of 27 wards instead from 26, "revealed MLM Speaker Cllr. Nomasomi Mshuqwana.

 

According to Cllr. Mshqwana, the law states that the norm for voters per voting station should be 3724, with a minimum of 3166

voters and a maximum of 4282 voters per voting station. 

 

 About 18 consultations have been conducted so far and will be resuming the second and last leg  of consultations starting from

the 2nd of March till the last day on the 10th of March 2020. The communities that have been visited so far have shown a great

deal of appreciation for the inclusive process. This since the limited consultation process in the last demarcation process, which

caused a considerable amount of instability in wards.  

 

"This process should not be confused with the municipal outer boundary re-determination process. The MDB concluded the

outer boundary re-determination process in 2018. This has since been handed over to the IEC Legislature”, cautions MLM

Speaker Cllr. Nomasomi Mshuqwana.

 

Matatiele LM Leads the way in engaging communities on ward delimitation 



Infrastructure Projects 

Nomgavu Bridge
The Nomgavu bridge, which connects communities from
Myemaneni and Sdakeni villages in ward 18. 
 
Bridge cost : R3,8m incl. consultation costs
 
The scope of the bridge is as follows:
Size is 24.3m concrete- 6.1m width and 4m height, including
5m length approach slab on both sides; concrete is 147
cubic meters; 13.1 tons of Y25 diameter high yield steel.
The cost also involves the preparation of earthworks for
concrete columns before the actual construction. It must
also be noted that this is structural concrete bridge not a
box culvert.

T12 Matatiele to Maluti Freystata Bridge

Grain Silo Facility

The T12 route, also locally known as the Moshoeshoe Road starts

from Matatiele Town to Qashasnek border post.

 

Construction cost: R 93m

Scope of works: Extension and re-ceiling

 

MEC of Roads and transport Mrs. Weziwe Tikana-Gxothiwe, in

November 2019, officially handed over contractors to reconstruct

12KM of the road as phase 1 of the construction. 

The construction company "Kloos constructions" began working on

the project on the 7th of February 2020.

 

Mayor Momelezi Mbedla has called on motorists to familiarize

themselves with planned lane reductions or road closures during off-

peak and peak times, plan their routes in advance to avoid delays and

consider alternative routes. 

 

 

The Freystata bridge is one of two bridges constructed in Freystata,

Ward 15. 

 

Cost of construction of 2 bridges: R8,8m

Scope of Bridges: Construction of 2 bridges at Ndongane & Nxonjeni

 

The site of the two bridges brings back painful memories for the

community of Freystata and the Matatiele Local Municipality, as this is

the site where 6 children who were travelling from Popopo JPS were

tragically swept away by water into the nearby river and drowned. 

 

What was more painful for the municipality, was the fact that a

contractor had already been appointed at the time of the tragedy and

was already on sight.

 

Grain Silo Facility situated near the grave site in Itsokolele township in

Ward 19. Phase 3 currently underway.

 

Project cost: R1,4m

Scope of project:  Installation of main bucket elevator and all

connecctions & accessories.

 

Cllr. Joey Van Wye officially handed over the project to Mashilo projects

and Mbokhodo contractors on the 21st of February 2020. This is the 3rd

and last stage of the silo project, which will assist all farmers from

Matatiele with the storage and grading of they grain produce. The project

will go a long way to realise the vision of the municipality A place "where

Nature, Agriculture and Tourism are investments of choice".
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